Molecular probes for sensing the cholesterol composition of subcellular organelle membranes.
Neuroendocrine cells contain two types of secretagogue-regulated acidic compartments: secretory granules (SGs) and synaptic-like microvesicles (SLMVs), which can be identified by acidotropic probes such as acridine orange (AO) and DAMP. We investigated the accumulation of these probes in SGs and SLMVs as a function of glucose levels in the culture media using a pancreatic beta-cell line MIN6. AO was accumulated in the low-glucose condition, but not in the high-glucose condition. The AO accumulation correlated well with the SLMV dynamics by glucose and DAMP was localized in the SGs. Because SG membranes are reportedly high in cholesterol, we prepared liposomes with increasing cholesterol levels. AO is well incorporated into liposomes having a 20 to 40 mol% cholesterol composition, whereas DAMP was so in those having over 40 mol% cholesterol levels. Indeed, when cholesterol was depleted from MIN6 SG membranes, DAMP incorporation decreased, instead AO was incorporated. In PC12 cells, AO incorporation into SGs was significant but DAMP incorporation was limited. Consistently, the cholesterol composition was found 37 to 39 mol% in the SG membrane of PC12 cells. We suggest that cholesterol-sensing probes, AO and DAMP, are useful tools for investigating cholesterol compositions in acidic organelle membranes.